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Editorial

Message From The President

　　　　　5.5昭anaf昿μpan

　　　At present， Thailand has about 52 million l

population with the growth rate of l.6％.4bout

75(‰live in rural areas with the average per

capita　income of US S600 annually.Since.

1 985 up to the ptesent time， Thailand　had

6“confirmed AIDS patients who were all dead.

Two of them were Thais.Both were homosexual.

0ne got the disease in California， diagnosed

there，and　died　at　Ramathibodhi　Hospital，

Bangkok within　one year　after　contracting

AIDS.The other Thai male never went abroad

but had a German boyfriend whose blood

was positive for AIDS but is healthy at present.

This second Thai man died last year at Chula-

longkorn Hospital， Bangkok.Most physicians

and nurses who treated them never used any

precaution in handling the patients， needles，

etc.lt remains to be seen what would happen

to them　later on. Two other patients were

homosexuals.0ne was a Negro hairdresser

who worked and gave service to people at

the U.S.Embassy in Bangkok. Both of them

were sent back to USA and died within one

year. Two other patients came from European

countries and were sent back and at present

all were dead. Now，there are no AIDS cases

in Thailand. Since August 1986， the Ministry

of Public Health of Thailand had passed the

regulation　requiring all clinics and　hospitals

to report AID5 cases within 24 hours. How

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　conljnued on page 3
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EDITORIAL

　　　ln this issue of AMDA Newsletter， we decide

拍bring AIDS (Acquired lmmune Deficiincy Syndrome)

intoour focus with 2 special reports from Thailand.

lt is not our intentiori to follow the vogue， nor is it

our purpose to create any unnecessary sensational

feeling on the topic. But it is actuβ|ly because th.e

problem of AIDS in，Asia has already reached a

point that we can ho longer ignore. The present

impact of AIDS in Asian communities is great because

of the following reasons｡

　　　1.AIDS is　no　longer an　isolated　problem

for western communities｡

　　　2.AIDS　is　no longer an　isolated　problem

among homosexuals｡

　　　3.AIDS is a time-bomb type of problem，

According to a recent report from Harvard Medical
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School，80％of HIv positive patients would develop

AIDS-relatedcomplex（ARC）or.full　blown AIDS

within 8 years. Consequently， one AIDS carrier may

have plenty of time to spread the virus around to

many other persons before he himself succumbs｡

　　　4.AIDS，even at the early phase， 5tilllacks

effective treatment. This make the high risk groups

heSitate to do any SCrEening teSt，let alone tOICOOperilte

in any official AIDS registration progiam｡

　　　5.The public health authorities in most Asian

countries are sti‖not rl∃adyto cope with this increasing

precarious situatio’n｡

　　　Moreover，anotherspecial　aspect of Asian

AIDS problem,･ at least in Thailand， is that a larg!

proportion of the present HIvpositive patients，。j

drug addicts in　low socio-economic urban　slum

areas. This make the problem even more difficult

to be controlled｡

　　　We realize that AIDS will continue to be a

problem in the ninty and only 2 articleg are not

enough to cover allaspects of the Asian AIDS probli!m.

However，we hope that these will provoke some

interest among the AMDA members on the topic.

XA/Q do welcome yourcomments，data，articles or

even the proposals of some projects to be implemented

in the community. l am certain that a lot of grants･

are still available for good projects in this field.

The Editor
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Message From The President

　　Dr. ShigeruSu麟nami

　　　　　Dear Friends。

　　　　　lam very happy to send this message in the ocassion of begining the publication of 3｢dvolume

of AMDA －INTERNATIONAL's newsletter from Thailand， a pride nation of Asian Continent for its great

゛"lturalheritage and growing economic importance.

｀－'　　lt was a long feltdream for AMDA members to publish and circulate the newsletters to exchange

our views and to introduce ourselves to the extemarworld.After completing two years of AMDA activities

we succeeded to bring out the firstnewsletter volume l， Number l，in November 1986. Since then， the

newsletter has gradually grown up along with the growth of Association of Medical D6ctors for Asia (AMDA)

Now we areproud that we have Hongkong， lndia，lndonesia，japar!，Malaysia，Philippines，5ingapore and

Thailand a total of seven countries as members who have joined harlds across the limitations qf race and

region to realizethe dreams of AMDA. There are a few more nations who willjoin AMDA in the near future｡

　　　　　Now，it is certain that.the AMDA newsletter will come out with more creativityunder the dynamic－

editorship of Dr.Nipit Piraりejand his friends who have joined hands with him in the editorialboard.｜｢equest

to all our AMDA companions to support them in sending news， articlesand special reports in large numbers

than before. Let us make this AMDA newsletter as a forum to enhance friendship and mutual understanding｡

　　　　　As medical professionals，we have to progress and prosper ourselves and then only we w6uld be

able to nourish AMDA in every nlanner.　AMDA companions， being most Qf them young ＆enthusiastic

doctors must achieve these two goals with equal importance. Medical service，education and research are

the three important areas of operation for doctors which will lead any individual of any organization in

the path of development. Let us keep this in our mind and striveincessantly to realize our common dream

“BETTERMEDICINE FOR A BETTER FUTURE″

こ

continued from page l

CURRENT AIDS SITUATION IN THAILAND

can they reportAIDS cases when　most doctors，

nurses，and otherhealth personnel do not know

what AIDS patients look like? The laboratory centers

which can test for AIDS are few and are mainly

located in Bangkok. The Ministry of lnterior of Thailand

in 1986 also passed a 陀gulationgiving the lmmigration

office the authority to deport AIDS patients from

Thailand.However，they can't do anything to foreign

tourists with AIDS-related complex (ARC)and those

with blood positive for AIDS which have been con-

firmedby vvestern Blot tests.｡

　　　This year is being promoted as the “Year of

Tourism“ in Thailand. Normally，about 2 million
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tourists frQm abroad visit Thailand yearly. ln 1987，

it was estimated that about 3 million tourists from

all over the world will visitThailand. This is a matter

of great concem for health academicians and health

officials because Thailand　is a fertile ground for

AIDS prt)pagation.At present， we have the following:

1.

2.

3.

Female prostitutes

Male homosexuals

Drug addicts (most of

　　them used heroin and

　　shared needles)

600,000

200z000

600,000

1,400,000

con面ued on μage 4
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　　　ln addition， most of our blood banks do not

test bloOd for AIDS because it is very expensive.

A lot of people came to donate blood on various

important occasions such as the' King's birthday，

New Year's Day， etc. A large number of those who

committed various crimes and were put in prisons

also like to donate their blood in order to increase

their good conduct and merit and get an early release.

ln the prisons，we also have large number of柘reignels

who were sentenced to serve the term there because

of narとotics.These people have had sexual episodes

with their Thai colleagues there too. Thus，the prisons

a're aりother-vulnerable spots｡besides the unprotected

blood banks｡

　　　According to the　large AIDS　blood　survey

carried out during 1985-86 by the'C(jmmunicable

Disease Control　Department，Ministry of Public

Health，in several popular tourist places such as

Patpong area in　Bangkok;　Pattaya; Chiengmai　in

the North; Korat in the Northeast; Hadyai and Phuket

in the South， about 6,000 blood specimens were

drawn from male homosexuals and female prostitutes.

Elisa Tests were done and confirmed by Vvestem

Blot tests. They are as follows:

　　　Total blood specimens　　　　　　　6,000

　　　Blood positive for AIDS　　　　　　　29 (0.5(‰)

　　　a.　Healthy(no symptoms　　　　　17 (0.3％)

　　　　　　　and signs)

　　　b.ARC(with lymph node　　　　　12(0.2％)

　　　　　　　enlargement，etc.)

　　　Most of the above blood positive f(?rAIDS

cases were male homosexuals who had frequent

contacts with their foreign tourists in thQ past. Few

were female prostitutes. These people were advised

to change their profession in the bars and night clubs

and were followed up quite closely every month.

Although the blood positive tests are still small in

percentage，however，only 0.4(‰of the estimated

total of l.4 million prostitりtes，gays，and drug addicts

were tested. Those who gg to work in the Middle

East countries also were required by the Arab nations

to have blood tested for AIDS. Up to the present

time，about 60,000 blood specimens were tested，

39 cases were found to be positive to Elisa tests

　and only 5 （0.008（‰）were confirmed by Westem

　Blottests; These 5 cases were male homosexuals

　who had sexual c6ntacts with foreign tourists. Most

　ofthe Thai workers who go to work in the Middle

　Eastusually come from rural areas where they have

　almost no sexual contact with foreign tourists. lt can

　be emphasized　here with confidence that AIDS

　disease is not endemic in Thailand　like malaria，

　Dengue hemorrhagic fever. This new viral disease

　came with the infected foreign tourists who visited

　Thailand on their business or pleasure trips. The

　average cost of an Elisa test is 40 bahts （US SI.6/test）

　and the Western Blood test costs 200 bahts （US

　S8/test）.This !econd test is viewed to be very ex-

　pensive by most Thai people｡

　　　　The Ministry of Public Health has established

the AIDS Prevention and Control Committee since

1985　composing of various　representatives fr　’1

both public and private he41th agencies/Howeぶi7，

’because of the “Year of Tourism” in Thailand in

　198７，ａll　mass　health　education　campaigns and“

　seminars were banned by the Thai Government.

　lnaddition， the blood surveys on more prostitutes，

　gays，drug addicts， convicts in prisons， ♭lood banks

　were carried outata very slow pace because of

　a very limited budget. The health professionals and

　the public were not well-informed about the cause

　of AIDS and how to prevent， control，and protect

　themselveS.The Ministry of Public Health has re-

　quested some AIDS fund from VVH0.1，myself，

　had written about AIDS in column “LONG LIKHIT“

　in Thai　Rath newspaper，the most popular Thai

　newspaper，in thefirst week and the third week

　ofJanuary　1987 informing the　public about the

　cause，signs，and symptoms of AIDS， and how哨

　protect themselves. Two　million　copies went,～lj

＼the people so far but about 60％of Thai people

　read newspapers. 0ther mass media channels have

　to be utilized soon.We need assistance on AIDS

　test kits of both Elisa and vvestem Blot tests. T,he

　diagnosing centers should be established in 4 regions

　of Thailand，i.e.，North，Central，Northeast，and

　Southem region， using Bangkok as the headquarters.

　The llnancial assistance on training of health personnel

　and the use of mass media is also very much needed

　in the nearest future.
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ﾒ111)SPerspectives1 Thailand 1989

　　　Since the emer映nce of AIDS in Thailand. in late 1984，AIDShas･

become a public health and social problem jn the KinMdom as well (1).

As of 15 0ctober 1988， 1,436 cases of HIvinfecti6n have been reported

to the Ministry of Health，9 of these were full-blown AIDS cases (2).Besides

these alarrtlingfigures of increasing number of infected individuals， the

spread of HIvinfection among intravenous drug users (IVDU)isl astonishing.

lt was less than l％at the end of 1987 then rose to 16(‰in May 1988，

and is over 40％in october 1988.These figures were dervied from the

examination of several thousands of lvDU who attended the drug depend-

ence treatment centers in Bangkok metropolitan area.0ne has to consider

that these HIv positive individuals represent only a small proportion of

the total number 6f lvDU in Thailand｡

　　　Thi i〕roblem of HIvspread among drug addicts threatens the hetero-

sexual community， since many drug adicts do have heterosexual contacts

as well.Newbornsare now also at ri5k. ln fact，the first baby of an

infected lvDU rilother was bom jt Chulalongkorn Hospital in july 1988，

and several more infants were born since then.Thirty to fourty percent

of babies bom from HIV-infected m6thers will eventually show evidi!nce

of HIv infection (3).AIDS as a pediatric problem has now arrived in

Thailand.lndeed，the firstinfant with full－♭lownAIDS was diagnosed at

Ramathibodhi Hospital in November 1988.The motherwas not an lvDU｡

　　　The tra面dy of the pediatric AIDS problem is compounded by the

possibilitythat some infected lvDU mothers mayabondon or“sell″their

children to others.This callsfor immediate action from governmental and

non-govemmental　organizations to　provide shelter and　other　relief for

such unwanted and potentially infected babies，

，　　Thailjnd　is currently spending considerable

,.lds and resources to detect new HIv infected

individu.als　and　to　monitor　the　epidemiologic

trend　on　HIv infection　among several　high-risk

groups.　These include lvDU，male homosexuals

as well as male and female “sex workers″.How-

ever,'the govemmental infra-structure for pre-and

p6st-test councelling and follow-up has not yet

been　fully developed　and　does　not　keep　pace

with the rapidly growing number of tested persons

with　positive　HIv tests.For　example，many of

the prostitutes and lvDU do not know what the

implications of having an　HIv test are，and　are

often　not.even told then jesults of the te5t that

has been performed.Acc(jrding to a recent survey

by the Center for AIDS Researりh and　Education

(CARE)of the Thai Red Cross Society， almo51 a/j

of the female　prostitutes questioned，considered

VOL.3N0.1NOVEMBER，1988

11avjng a regu/arﾒuDS lesl a5 a mean5 111al wou/d

lle/ρ　protec£　them　from　the　diasese(4).There

was，unfortunately，still a great deal of ignorance

about transmission modalities and risks discovered

in this survey.　Most surveys have， unfortunately，

not collected adequate data conceming beavioural

and other factors that might result iり increase or

decrease of the risk of HIv infe(:tiotlin Thai cultural

and social setting. Such data are urgently needed

to intervene and to reduCe risk. According to the

CARE survey， almost all female prostitutes perform

some type of perineal and vaginal deansing immediately

aftersexual　intercourse(4).Some use antiseptic

solutions and soaps as well. VVhether this kind of

practice is effective and might explain thg continuing

low prevalence of HIv infecti.on(less than 0.5％)

among Thai female prostitutes，remain5 an unanswered

question).
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　　フ　One also has to understand that treatment

　forSTDs is readily available‾inThailand and that

　most genital ulcerations are not left without being

　medicated.virtually al目arger massage parlors and

　many bars that employ “Service Girls″ have a contract

　withaphysician and/or nurse who regularly (usually

　weekly)examines the girls and treats all genital

　lesions.This practice may also act as a retardent

　ofinfectiori in this community. No such retardent

　existsin the lvDU group｡

　　　　Onehas to recognize that many seropositive

　lvDUaりd prostitutes in Thailand are stillinjecting .

　drugs and selling sex respectively. The govemment

　authorities know about this，but are just as unable

　tostop this as govemments elsewhere in the world

　have beeri.They do not have sufficient personnel

　and funds to counsel， educate and follow each

　infected individual. 0n the contrary， many HIV-

　infected lvDU were d.ismissed from inpatient drug-

　dependent tri!atment centers oncetheywere found

　to be HIv seropositive. Finally，the news have just

　been released that in 1989 the Thai Ministry of

　Health will set up a drugfdependenttreatment center

　which will house and treat only HIV-infected lvDU

　on a voluntary basis. 0ccupational and community

　therapies can be integrated in thistreatment center.

　A similar approach is also needed for infected sex

　workers.This is even more of a problem because

　selling sex is the only way in which most of these

　individuals canl eam their living｡

　　　　Many high-｢isk individuals are afraid of parti-

　cipatiorl in anti-HIv testing programs. These are

　often the well　educated　middle class. They are

　either afraid of discovering that they are se･ro positive

　or of being known by the public as members of

　HIvhigh･-risk groups. ln order to avoid･ such.fears，

　altemative anonymous test sites for anti-HIv are

　needed　in Thailand. Although　testing would　be

　anonymous，pre-and post-test counselling can still

　be given i,nleaflets followed by confidentiarpersonal

　interviews.Such an approach should help to prevent

　the furtherISpread of HIv infeCtion by mOSt of theSe

　individuals.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　｡

　　　　Every expert agrees that education of the high-

　risk groups as well as of the general publi(jsthe

　best currently available t'ool to fight the spread of

　AIDS.However，the currently available educational

　materials in Thailand are not tailor-made to suit the

　need　of individual　high-risk groups.　For example，

　many of the female prostitutes are illiterate ind

　most do not have time to watch the television news.

Many of the booklets about AIDS are difficult to

　understand ornot attractive.Many bar or brothel

managers do not like to have AIDS posters in their

premises because they think that this will　make

the bar look like having an AIDS problem. Therefore，

further planhing among communication specialists

and health educators is neededs to develop e仔edive

educational.materials to suit the need of various

high-｢isk　groups.　Fortunately，suppression　of an

anti-AIDS campaign because of fear of a negative

impact on tourism is not the policy of the present　｡，

Thai Goverilment｡

　　　Let's tum to the medical aspects of AIDS in

Thailand.By now， almost all Thai doctors and health-

care workers have heard and know about AIDS

from various sources. They know how to suspect

a case of HIv infection and holw to prove it，i.e.，

by an anti-HIvtest.Begiriing october 1988， every

provincial hospital throughout Thailand has been

equipped with an ELISA machine as well as tl　‥

｢eigents to perform anti-HIvtesting.The primal･y

purpose of thisisto screenﾌevery unit of donated

blood for HIvinfection.Although more than one

million US dollars are needed for this nationwide

operation，everyone can be assured that the blood

that one is getting has now been made as safe as

possible.Every doctorin any part of Thailand can

now request anti-HIv screening without delay and

at a reasonable cost. The bnly problem that may

stillremain is the confirmatory test，especially in

the groups with low prevalence rates. 0nly certain

centers in the country are equipped and competent '

in　performing a confirmatory test，particularlythi

immunoblot assay｡

　　　Making the diagnosis of full-♭lown AIDS is

sometimes a difficulttask.lt　requires expectise，

equipment as well as the willingness of the expe£t

to perform definitivediagnostictestssuch a5 brondw，

copy or esophagoscopy，diagnosis　of full-blown

AIDS has therefore to be made on clinicalgrounds

in most cases｡

　　　Unjustified fear among health-care workers is

an expected reaction butcan sometimes jeopardize

the care of the patient5. This is partly due to mis-

conceptions.Therefore，extensive and continuous

counselling and education of health-care workers

is also needed as well provision of an adequate and

safe working environment｡

　　　The only acceptable anti-HIvdrug currently

available in Thailand， as well as in the rest of the

world is zidovudine (azidothymidine).lt prolongs

lifebut does ni)tcure.The drug is very expensive

and has many side-effects.Most Thai patientscannot

afford it or cannot tolerate its fulldose. Therefore，

its applicability to Thai patients is rather limited.
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　　　Many other anti-HIv drugs and immunomo-

du.lators have been tried in several stages of HIV

infection.Most of these trials have been carried

outin USA， EuropeandAfrica where there are

more patients with AIDS. Vve have urged our Ministry

of Health to consult with xA/HO and to negotiate

with pharmaceutical companies to carry out promising

drug trialsin Thailand as well. Such new drug trials

may also attract more high-risk individuals to appear

for blood tests andfollQw up. Even if these trials

are double-b!inded， some patients will bene6t， provided

that the drug has passed its fir5tphase toxicity study.･

vaccine trial will be most appropriate in high-risk

populatjons where the prevalence rate of infection

is stil目ow.Thai male homosexuals and sex workers

are among the most appropriate groups for any

future AIDS avccine trials..

　゛　ln conclusion， alth(jugh prospects to prevent

7tfC)S from spreading in Thailand look rather dim，

there are stillmany things that one can do. Vve all

｀心’
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should aim to retard the spread of this epidemic

rather to eliminate it.This needs prompt and colla-

borative　efforts　from　all　governmental　and　non

governmental bodies/

　　　　　　　　　　　December l，1988.

T11e 5econd A5jjn Medjca1 5t�enl Conlerence， 19∂？
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NEWS＆NO思

Dr.M.Doshi visitedAMDA president，Dr.S.Suganami at 量he

Suganami Hospiね|．

DR. DOSj‘･lllN IAPAN

　　　Dr.Minaxi Doshi，MD，DG0，DFP;Gyne-

cologist and obstetrician of“K.K.Matemity

and General Hospital”and member of AMDA

lndia visited okayama from 18th to 25th Sep-

tember.After presenting a paperin osaka

in the　10th annual conference of Research

Society forAyurveda in Japan，Dr.Minaxi came

down to okayama and stayed in Suganami

Hospital’sguest house.

｀W’

　　　　　During her one week stay in okayama， the young lady doctor visited a private obstetric and Gyne-

cology hospital aild also paid a visitto ob. ＆Gy. department of okayama university Medical School.

Besides the sight seeing of the places of interestin the vicinityof okayama， nice exchange of views between

thi!visitingdoctor and AMDA Presidgnt Dr. Suganami were held to promote intemational friendship. After

completing okiyama visit，Dr.Minaxi leftfor Tokyo from where she retumed to lndia.
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